Baseline Laparoscopic Skill May Predict Baseline Robotic Skill and Early Robotic Surgery Learning Curve.
Robotic surgery is associated with a learning curve unique to each trainee. Knowledge about a trainee's baseline skill and learning curve would facilitate the development of a more individualized training curriculum. The aim of our study was to determine whether baseline laparoscopic skill is predictive of one's baseline robotic skill and short-term learning curve. Trainees from four different surgical specialties were included in the study. Each trainee participated in a 4-week, simulation-based robotic surgery basic skills training course. Precourse, baseline laparoscopic and robotic skills were assessed using validated test tasks; a basic peg transfer (PT) and an advanced intracorporeal suturing and knot tying (ISKT) task. Trainee robotic skill was assessed again 1 week postcourse. Each task performance was video recorded and scored by two blinded expert surgeons. A total of 32 trainees were included; 14 urology, 7 gynecology, 8 thoracic Sx, 3 general Sx. Most (91%) were senior residents or clinical fellows and 50% had no prior robotic experience. There were no differences in baseline laparoscopic and robotic skill related to reported prior robotic experience. Between specialties, no differences were seen on baseline laparoscopic skill and only small differences were seen on baseline robotic skill. Both baseline Lap PT (p = 0.01) and Lap ISKT (p = 0.01) performances correlated with baseline robotic ISKT performance, but not robotic PT scores. Only baseline Lap ISKT performance correlated with postcourse robotic PT (p = 0.01) and ISKT (p < 0.01) performance. Baseline robotic ISKT scores, but not PT scores, correlated with postcourse robotic performance (p = 0.02 for PT, p < 0.01 for ISKT). In this study, a trainee's baseline laparoscopic skill correlated with certain baseline robotic skills. Better baseline performance on an advanced, but not basic, laparoscopic and robotic skill task may correlate with a shorter learning curve for basic robotic skills. Further exploration of this finding may yield better training curricula.